
RIGHTCLICK

We Combine Strategy, User 
Experience Design and Data Analytics 
to deliver Increased  Profitability for 
our Clients.



Who We Are
RightClick is an e-business Solutions provider based in Lagos, Nigeria. We 
provide the best in-class Information Technology, consulting and customer 
engagement models with a strong focus on enhancing Customer Experience 
using Data driven Insights.

With a proven track record of over a decade, deploying top- notch technology 
solutions across several sectors within 8 African countries and the United 
Kingdom, we empower organizations to attain business growth, achieve 
efficiency, maximize return on investment and meet their customer focused 
targets.

Our solutions give you a 360 degree view of your clients’ behavioral patterns 
and also help you harness the information to serve your customers better
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Why RightClick
We understand
the needs of your business.

Over 18 years experience within the global 
business environment.
We don’t build black-box solutions.

Our experience, deep industry knowledge 
and our ability to meet your specific needs
whilst professionally adhering to best 
practice gives us a unique edge of
competition.

Digital Advisory & Consulting

Customer Experience Consulting

Web Experience & Portals

Application Engineering

Media Platform Mapping
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Vision
The NUMBER 1 e-Business Solutions Provider in 
every market we serve

Core Purpose
To be synonymous with Professionalism and
the provision of world class IT solutions in Africa

Mission Statements 
Improving Stakeholder productivity by delivering innovative solutions.

We continuously seek to create an inspiring work environment that brings out 
the best in our stakeholders

Sustaining maximum returns to our stakeholders without compromising our 
values
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Experience and Portals
Great things happen when people connect online.

We’re not in the business of copying and pasting projects from 
client to client; we’re here to create the custom web portal you need 
to grow your business. We’ve been in business for almost 18 years 
and have 100 successful projects under our belt, and are here to 
stay with a commitment to making your project as impactful as 
possible.

The right custom web portal can grow sales, improve customer 
service, and streamline content distribution - but you’ll need the 
right team on your side to help those pieces fall into place. That’s 
where Rightclick's web portal development services come in.
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Crusader Sterling Pensions

Experience and Portals



PAC ASSET

Experience and Portals



Nigerian Interbank Settlement  System 

Experience and Portals



NG Clearing

Experience and Portals



GTBank

Experience and Portals



PAC ASSET

Experience and Portals



Crusader Sterling

Experience and Portals



IBEDC

Experience and Portals



WEMA

Experience and Portals



WEMA

Experience and Portals



Nigeria Police Pension 

Experience and Portals



ARM

Experience and Portals



Diamond

Experience and Portals



PAL PENSIONS

Experience and Portals



FCMB

Experience and Portals



ACCESS BANK

Experience and Portals



MAYFRESH

Experience and Portals



VERITAS

Experience and Portals



UNION BANK

Experience and Portals



SKYE BANK

Experience and Portals



JAIZ BANK

Experience and Portals



FSDH

Experience and Portals



FIRST GUARANTEE

Experience and Portals



CASE STUDY – GTBANK GROUP
The journey between RightClick and GTBank spans years as it has maintained its lead as an innovator in the financial industry. In line with the bank’s 

constant pursuit for excellence and outstanding user experience, we (RightClick and GTBank) have continuously identified several areas of improvement on 

the portal. As the preferred development partner of the bank, RightClick upgraded the website, transforming it into a world class platform which has served 

as a benchmark and reference point for institutions in this clime. 

The site’s rich navigation and context sensitive inner pages cannot be over emphasized as they showcase the multitude of initiatives undertaken by the 

GTBank team.  The new website offers a media center, Branch and ATM locators, compare account functionality, downloadable forms and instant access to 

their various internet banking services; improving the site’s functional and transactional capacity.

The new corporate website for GTBank leverages on Social Integration and Social Media geared to attract a new wave of first time visitors while at the same 

time promoting the organization’s unique brand. The website currently boasts of increased traffic – a feat which was achieved through the use of direct web-

marketing techniques. The banks’ online reputation has been further enhanced by the use of social marketing tools.
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CASE STUDY – GTBANK GROUP (cont.)
It is noteworthy that GTBank’s website has enjoyed several ratings one of which includes the Phillips Consulting web Jurist Award.  The bank emerged 

number 1 in the Banking category of the Web Jurist award for 2012 in categories such as Aesthetics, Technical Aspects, Site Contents, Performance and 

was rated 2nd in 2010 and 2009 respectively.

We have also developed their local and International subsidiary sites which include but are not limited to:

• GTAssurance Plc. Website Redevelopment, Upgrade & Rebranding –now known as Mansard insurance (www.mansardinsurance.com )

• GTBank Sierra Leone – (www.gtb.sl.com)

• GTHomes – (www.gthomes.com ) 

• GTBank Ghana – (http://www.gtbghana.com )

• GTBank Cote D’Viore website development
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CASE STUDY – GTBANK GROUP
How We Helped

Seen as one of Nigeria’s biggest and most profitable bank, GTBank’s website plays a critical role in reinforcing the company’s brand and supporting its 

business goals. The new portal was built with the users in mind, RightClick’s goal was to develop a website that would be accessible, scalable, and interactive 

with an average 35,000 site visitors daily.

RightClick Was able to achieve all three of this using a state of the art CMS framework that was customized to meet the client’s needs, while still making sure 

that site visitors experience the same vibrant world class feel they get from going to a GT Bank branch Online . This has made GT Bank’s website the most 

visited financial institution website in Nigeria.

Technology: Joomla CMS, PHP, CSS, XHTML, Jquery, XML
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CASE STUDY – SKYE BANK
Over the years there has been a mutual bond between RightClick and Skye Bank. This is so because both parties work together to achieve desired and set 

goals. RightClick was engaged by Skye Bank to redesign and redevelop the group website, alongside the mini-sites of her subsidiaries.  This was based on 

the need for a more consolidated approach to managing the Skye Bank websites after series of strategy sessions where we identified the next level for the 

bank from the online presence point of view. An agreement was signed which includes the development and management of websites for the Skye Bank 

Group and changed from the current ‘project based’ website upgrade approach to a more annual retainer-type approach.

In the course of the retainer agreement, the bank had a dedicated team attending to all requests that pertained to redefining the Skye Bank brand online. We 

had series of strategy and review sessions that gave the site a new look and feel which makes the website more appealing, engaging, user-friendly and 

interactive. This, in itself, has certainly drawn the much needed traffic to the site and encouraged site visitors to do more financial transactions on the site. A 

new wave of first time visitors to the site have also stormed the site since it went live and the bank was 2nd best overall website in the banking industry 

during the just concluded Web Jurist Bank Rating and Awards for 2010 conferred on them by Phillips Consulting the independent body that ranks banks and 

other institutions websites.
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CASE STUDY – SKYEBANK
How We Helped

Skye bank needed a solutions partner that would help guide it web presence from what it was to be seen as a vibrant, energetic bank that has customers at its 

heart. RightClick was able to achieve this with the design it developed for the bank. In order to achieve this, we used a custom CMS built on the Joomla 

framework and the banks brand colors, we built a web portal that was able to appeal to Skye banks existing customer base and also attract young upwardly 

mobile people.

The site was one of the first Nigerian bank sites that was built using user segmentation thereby letting users (individual, corporate, government) no matter 

what market segment they belong, they had a section of the site dedicated to meeting their needs, the development team also went a step further to create the 

best world class Investor relations section that provided investors all they needed to know about their investment between two to three clicks of landing on the 

site, this included audio version of AGMS, reports and analysis of the banks market share.

The site in 2010 was voted 2nd best bank website in Nigeria by Web Jurist, a subsidy of Phillips Consulting.

Technology: Joomla CMS, PHP, CSS, XHTML, Jquery, XML
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Other Clients
GTBank Ghana

Skye Bank

Guinea

GTBank Sierra Leone

ARM Group Intranet

Diamond Mortgages

NNPC Intranet

ValuCard

Mansard Insurance

Skye Bank Gambia

Diamond Pensions

Nigerian Stock Exchange 

The New Practice

Aiico Insurance 

Diamond Registrars

NSE Exhange Monitor

ADIC Insurance

Diamond Bank Du Benin

Strachan Partners

Skye Bank Sierra Leone

Diamond Capital

GTHomes

ARM Pensions

RS - Hunter



As the digital landscape becomes ever more far-reaching and multi-
layered, creating digital disruption to existing sales models, having an 
omni-channel marketing strategy is critical. A well thought out and 
expertly structured omnichannel strategy ensures that retailers can 
connect with customers across multiple physical, as well as digital 
channels, allowing them to deliver on their brands’ explicit and implicit 
promises. It’s all about creating and delivering an integrated online e-
Commerce experience, based on a combination of multi-channel user 
experiences across mobile, desktop, telephone, and even in the good 
old brick and mortar store.

Our digital solutions experts have the experience to not only deliver an 
omni-channel strategy, but to ensure that it speaks directly to the need 
of your customer base. Unlike multi-channel sales (which is simply 
trying to maximise the sales on each of those channels), the approach 
to developing this strategy is fully focused around the customer user 
experience, and how important this to drive your sales.

Customer Experience 

Omni-channel Engagement 

Customer Journey & Experience Mapping 

e-Commerce Strategy Consulting 

CX Consulting 

UX Research 

Digital Experience Optimization



Case Study: GTBANK

RIGHTCLICK

As a well-known brand in leading technological innovation and ensuring smooth customer experience
over the years, GTBank realized a growing increase in the number of people visiting their online
platform to know more about the available offerings and services and other related activities being
offered by the label. Thus, as a forward-thinking organization that seeks simplicity for its customers and
visitors when connecting with their web platform, GTBank reached out to RightClick to discuss the need
of having an interactive CX solution that will engage customers in need of support or have their
concerns addressed asap.

With the information gathered from GTBank and the continuous business relationship we share with the
organization, we had a Strategy/Advisory session with the team whereby we took them through various
solutions and suggested our preferred approach that’ll suit their needs to achieve an omni-channel
experience with the use of the solution. More so, assuring visitors of 24/7 support all through based on
their increasingly figures captured from visitors on the platform seemed just like another perfect reason
to pitch tent with the Zendesk Chat we suggested for the brand.



CASE STUDY– GTBANK
How We Helped

As a certified partner of the Zendesk brand in Nigeria, we brought our expertise to play by having our technical 

hands design the business workflow for GTBank, configure and setup all accounts, widget placement, integration 

with the website, post Go-Live review and Training for the admin staff to handle the functionality going forth.

Benefits

▪ Smoother and Increased Sales Experience via readily available agents to help attend to visitors’ enquiries.

▪ This solution has given the brand a higher reputation based on the fast and reliable way of attending to visitors 

▪ Improved Engagement with site visitors thereby ensuring retention and new acquisition for the business.

▪ Over 25,000+ monthly conversation is being registered to show how the platform has allowed for increased 

usage since inception.

▪ Analytics is gathered to guide decision makers in making pre-informed decisions based on the data received.



Case Study : SME MARKET HUB

RIGHTCLICK

With the successful implementation and increased traction garnered 
from the Zendesk solution for GTBank’s Contact Centre, there was a 
new initiative by the bank to open up a market hub where registered 
sellers can meet with buyers visiting the platform to buy, sell and refer 
products and services that will be ascertained under the market 
umbrella that GTBank has created. 

Simply put, the brand went a step further again this period by 
introducing their own form of E-commerce outlet named the ‘SME 
Market Hub’

The new initiative from GTBank is to leverage on social reach channeled 
to attract a new wave of visitors while at the same time promoting the 
organization’s unique brand. The banks’ online reputation has been 
further enhanced by the use of social marketing tools to popularize the 
hub platform such that people can even reach them via major social 
channels apart from the normal mails alone.



CASE STUDY – SME MARKET HUB
How We Helped

Taking advantage of the whole activity earlier deployed for the GTBank’s Contact Centre and the plenty gains they have realized from the solution usage, we were beckoned to 

proffer possible solutions that will address engagement for the Market Hub instance to be initiated. I

n line with our preference for Zendesk as the perfect solution suggested, Support and LiveChat was deployed with attention placed on;

Setting up the Hub’s workflow, Configuration of accounts, Integration with web platform and Linking up Social Channels for Interaction

Benefits

• Provision of CX enhanced platform for SMEs/ Business owners to showcase their goods and services

• Ability to have interaction with Agents through various social means thus, not having the entire access restricted.

• 24/7 marketplace where the solution has allowed for them to achieve staff scheduling.

• Prompt responses from time to time to address queries, concerns and challenges with the use of the solution.

• Constant data gotten through Analytics to guide management of activities rendered across board 



CASE STUDY – VFD
How We Helped



Once a business starts growing and wishes to spread its tentacles 
across to a wider audience, then having an application remains an 
ideal step to follow.

Our unique set of skills allows us to develop Native apps for your 
mobile within a considerable turn around time.

Our custom applications allows our clients the unique opportunity to 
build an architecture that will allow scalable development as well as 
business optimization to meet
your specific needs

Case Study 
Application Engr.

Product Development

Business Process Automation

Payment Gateway Development

Web Application

Mobile application Development



CASE STUDY – NSE X-MONITOR
Overview

To provide convenient access to relevant information, the NSE recognized the need to augment the functionalities of its Compliance and Surveillance operations. The X-Monitor 

is a web based application developed for the Nigerian Stock Exchange. It monitors the compliance of all quoted companies on the Nigerian Stock Exchange.  The NSE partnered 

with RightClick as they sought to improve the process in order to:

• Automate NSE compliance team monitoring process

• Implement an approval/data validation workflow systems for system activities

• Provide useful, timely reports

• Allow NSE staff to maintain the application and generate reports (infringements and defaulters) using only their web browser

• Deploy an enterprise system accessible to staff based on secure authorization and authentication system

Because service delivery improvement was a critical success factor for this project, the deployment of this application at the NSE was a great accomplishment for the project 

team as the application serves as a repository server for the tracking of submitted quoted company data and flagging of infringements for defaulting companies.  The 

application checks the companies reports against their due date, notifies a dedicated user to automate the reminder process to alert the companies that will be getting due at a 

pre-set time.

Also the X-Monitor integrates with the central enterprise system on a SharePoint platform to enable every department work with the NSE Monitor.



CASE STUDY – NSE X-MONITOR
How We Helped

The first recorded victory was the design and implementation of an Intranet Web Application for monitoring and enforcing compliance among the companies listed on the Nigerian 

Stock Exchange.

RightClick worked closely with the Listing and Regulations Department (LRD) of the NSE to define and articulate their need in tracking compliance, the LRD is in charge of ensuring 

that companies listed on the Exchange submit required documentation as at when due, because of the need to track the time and nature of submissions, RightClick worked with 

the LRD to design and build a unique solution to assist in Monitoring and Compliance. The application was deployed late 2010, since then the LRD has always had a true and 

accurate picture of its monitoring and enforcements functions within the Stock Exchange.
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CASE STUDY – UNIFIED PAYMENTS
Unified Payments (formerly known as ValuCard) recognized the need to start vending airtime on the web using Visa card as the mode of payment for Web 

Based Airtime Vending. This service is essentially meant to enable web users the ability to purchase call credits of any denomination with all available 

telecommunications provider network which would result in the availability of call credit at any time of the day via web.

The service has been developed as a means to satisfy the need for end users to be able to recharge at any time of their convenience via the web and enable 

them have more value for their VISA cards.

The electronic vending solution will provide access to content and data services – prepaid & post-paid services. It will enable Unified Payments offer 

customers prepaid & post-paid airtime all from the convenience of a Visa Card ‐enabled device. Airtime vendors no longer need to deal with scratch cards –

which can be costly and add risk to their business. Using Visa card to sell airtime has ensured a profitable future and business expansion for Unified 

Payments. Of recent, the name of the product was changed to PayXpress. The solution is web‐based and can conveniently and securely be accessed via a 

standard web‐browser from any computer.
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CASE STUDY – Unified Payments 
How We Helped

Unified Payments wanted to create a web solution to allow its cards to be used for airtime purchases online as well as the ability to pay for other services such 

as PayTV and telecoms bills.

RightClick worked with Unified Payments to define unique features that needed to be present within the solutions to set it apart from existing competing 

products in the market, Unified Payments then engaged RightClick to build, test and deploy a solution that would integrate with its Web payment gateway to 

facilitate purchases via its Visa Cards. RightClick brought its experience in building and integrating E-Commerce solutions to bear by building and delivering a 

high performance solution that addressed the unique requirements of Unified Payments. The solution also integrated with all the Telecoms Providers within 

Nigeria to facilitate seamless airtime vending purchases via the internet.
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CASE STUDY – V-Money Transfer (VMT)
V-Money Transfer (VMT) is an online real‐time card‐to‐card money transfer service that enables Visa cardholders anywhere in the world (including Nigeria) 

to remit money to Visa cardholders in Nigeria whose Issuers/Banks subscribe to VMT service. RightClick partnered with Unified Payments (formerly known as 

ValuCard) to implement this service. 

At the point of developing this platform, only a handful of Nigerian financial institutions were taking effective advantage of the enormous opportunities 

available via the Internet and this has had a direct bearing on the volume of transactions (and hence profitability) of the VMT service. 

With the advent of this solution, majority of transfer prospects have and will come into contact with VMT before its competitors.

With VMT, transfers are done using an online payment authentication system known as Verified by Visa (VbV), which runs on 3D secure technology. VMT is 

powered by Unified Payment Services Ltd a company owned by a consortium of leading Nigerian banks. Unified Payment Services Ltd is a Principal Member 

of Visa, Acquirer and Processor of Visa cards.

RIGHTCLICK



CASE STUDY – V-Money Transfer (VMT)
How We Helped

Unified payments sought to create a web application that provided seamless integration with their payment system. They needed customers to not only be 

able to interact with the brand but also to query useful transactional data via the website.

RightClick worked closely with software developers at Unified Payments’ to create this web-based solution as well as develop a back-end for managing it. 

RightClick brought its experience with the Java Enterprise platform and its intimate knowledge of the internal frameworks developed at Unified Payments to 

create a platform that even at its prototype stage blew the competition out of the water.

The success of this project led to an on-going partnership with Unified Payments that has seen the commissioning and development of several mission-critical 

applications that extend the reach of Unified Payments’ versatile payment platforms to a wider user base.
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CASE STUDY – 3LINE WPG
Overview

The objective was to build a “Web Payment Gateway (WPG)” specifically for Freedom card scheme users and merchants to 

facilitate electronic card transactions with the World Wide Web as a channel. Based on this, RightClick was engaged by 3Line 

Card Management Company to facilitate this initiative. The Web Payment Gateway (WPG) enables users to register for services 

and to make payment for those services when utilized by making purchases and using the Freedom Cards enterprise.

This WPG definitely provides a secure means through which the Internet can be used just like a Point-of-Sale (POS) to facilitate

payment for any product/ service and other financial instructions from the internet as long as the shopping cart is integrated with 

the WPG

Ultimately the application is a one - stop solution to cater for all site visitors who are desirous to pay for goods and services online 

and the Freedom Card from the stable of 3Line Card Management Company will be used for this purpose.
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CASE STUDY – 3LINE WPG
How We Helped

3line had a Payment Switch as well as existing Acquirer –Issuer Relationships with major banks within Nigeria; however they needed to grow their business by 

extending the usefulness of their cards to facilitate payments over multiple channels, specifically E-commerce.  RightClick assembled a top notch team with 

combined experience in E-Commerce and Payment Solutions. This team worked with 3Line’s foreign partners in charge of its Card management solutions and 

Transaction Switch. RightClick worked with 3Line and its foreign technical partners to define requirements and come up with a unique solution suited for the

Nigerian business clime. 

RightClick built a Web Payment Gateway utilizing the 3D-Secure standard to connect to 3line’s Transaction switch and enable its freedom cards to be used for 

online shopping.  The secure solution was build using proven Microsoft Technologies, the solution helped increase the penetration of 3line Freedom card 

products by empowering them for use for E-commerce, implementing 3D-Secure also helped ensure that the card user is protected during online transactions. 

This solution has helped to transform 3line business and make it more competitive with the Nigerian e-payments industry.
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Thanks for your time
Your success starts beyond this point.

55, ABA Johnston Crescent, Off Adeniyi Jones Avenue, Ikeja, 
Lagos, Nigeria 
Telephone: +234-8032097113 or 07018000103

www.rightclick-ng.com
bizdev@rightclick.com.ng
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